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April 5, 2019 

The Honorable Mark Brnovich, Esq. 
Attorney General 
The State of Arizona 
2005 N Central Avenue 
Phoenix, AZ 85004 
(602) 542-5025
Fax: (602) 542-4085

Re: Disappearance of Elizabeth Breck, Sierra Tucson/Acadia Healthcare Co., Inc. 

Dear Mr. Brnovich, 

I am writing this cover letter to the accompanying report, hereby submitted in hopes of provoking an 
investigative mandate to further uncover the facts surrounding what I believe is a tragic situation: the 
disappearance of Elizabeth Breck, of Tucson. 

Breck’s residence was located at 7937 E Colette Circle, Unit 116, Tucson, AZ 85710-9006, in Pima 
County, when she went missing. She is a teacher at Tucson Magnet High School, and a mother of two 
young women, Arabella Breck (age 22, Chicago, IL) as well as a daughter who is a minor and will not 
name. Elizabeth disappeared on January 13, 2019 from a behavioral health hospital in Oro Valley, AZ. I 
believe manslaughter or homicide has likely occurred. This facility is Sierra Tucson, Inc., a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Acadia Healthcare Company, Inc. (Nasdaq: ACHC), the company about which I have 
published 19 articles, all available online at SeekingAlpha.com (See Appendix I following the report). 
Six of these articles specifically discuss Miss Breck. 

Therefore, I am writing to submit the findings, to date, of my ongoing journalistic investigation into what 
I suspect are a multitude of major, violent, and unconscionable crimes that have occurred and may still be 
occurring in your state. Miss Breck could be a victim of homicide or manslaughter. Also, another case of 
an allegedly unreported and potentially unsolved homicide or manslaughter exists. 

As a journalist, an entrepreneur, and one who empathizes with the victims in these cases, I cannot easily 
penetrate federal and state privacy laws. Thus, the scope of my investigation is limited. This company is 
the nation’s leader and largest tool we have to utilize to fight an opioid epidemic and even larger mental 
health conundrum in America. Sadly, it’s my belief and observation that the company is ineffective and 
harmful. 

I feel my passion and hopes for recourse have sufficiently aided in helping Miss Breck, her loved ones, 
and many others. However, I ask that you take the baton and further delve into an area in which I am not 
trained nor have the licenses and qualifications necessary to investigate. 

This company also owns Sonora Behavioral Health Hospital, and they face similar problems as those of 
Sierra Tucson (See Appendix II). In addition to the Sonora information, I have submitted additional 
documentation of allegations in various other jurisdictions where the company operates nationally (See 
Appendix III). 

My investigation has, in the opinion of a confidential source close to the federal civil cases of 
Wit/Alexander et al. v. United Behavioral Health (Case No. 14-CV-02346 JCS, Case No. 14-cv-05337 
JCS) (See Exhibit A-1) provided significant evidence, to date, to provoke an investigation. This source 



was cited in my March 19, 2019 article. The source is an attorney and is a subject matter expert (See 
Exhibit A-2), stating: 
 

“The UBH guidelines were designed to cover acute conditions of patients, and we successfully 
sued them for failing to provide proper coverage for chronic behavioral health conditions. That 
suggests that Sierra Tucson had presented Ms. Breck’s condition as being acute in order to 
obtain approval from UBH. Moreover, the UBH authorizations show that Ms. Breck was being 
treated at Sierra Tucson up until the time of her disappearance and that Sierra Tucson had 
sought and received authorization for continued treatment. This would appear to mean that Ms. 
Breck was being treated for an acute condition at Sierra Tucson at the time she disappeared.” 

 
Some of these crimes appear to be under the federal jurisdiction, however, multiple attempts to notify 
federal authorities have failed to date. Pursuant to your investigation into Theranos, Inc., I felt this is a 
unique, far more violent, heavily tragic, impactful, albeit similar investigation that your office would 
easily choose to pursue, if you are not already fully required to do so. 
 
I offer my full availability and support in your investigation while maintaining journalistic privileges.  
 
In the interest of justice, I have redacted the identities of confidential sources. In the interest of their 
safety. I would be happy to discuss any needs from sources with you on a case-by-case basis in order to 
satisfy a grand jury, court, or the need of public record. My editors and myself are the only individuals 
who are privy to such information.  
 

Sincerely,  
 

W. Penn Little 
 
 
CC:   Tucson Office of The Attorney General 

State of Arizona 
   

The Hon. William Barr, Attorney General of The United States 
The U.S. Dept. of Justice 

 
The Hon. Jay Clayton, Chairman 
The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

 
Office of The Hon. Sen. Martha McSally 
U.S. Senator from Arizona 

 
Office of The Hon. Sen. Kyrsten Synema 
U.S. Senator from Arizona 
 
Office of The Hon. Rep. Ann Kirkpatrick 
U.S. Representative for Arizona’s 2nd Congressional District 
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Investigative Summary 
 
Date:   April 5, 2019 
Prepared  For: Office of The Attorney General, The State of Arizona 
Re: Elizabeth Breck Disappearance from Sierra Tucson, Inc. / Acadia 

Healthcare, Inc. 
Prepared By:  W. Penn Little (CV Below) 

 
Residence:  Chicago, Illinois, United States 
Occupation: Founder and Managing Partner, Bar Nothin’ Capital Mgmt. 

(Suspended), Contributing Writer, Seeking Alpha and Forbes™ 
Expertise:  Healthcare Finance, Quantitative Market Research, Behavioral 

Healthcare Operations  
Education:  M.B.A. (Finance) from The University of Arizona; B.A. 

(Economics), The University of Oklahoma.  
Experience:  Co-founded and exited Crestview Capital Partners LLC, a 

buy/build asset management strategy focused on scaling and 
amplifying the effectiveness of quality community mental health 
counseling, to a premier global private equity firm. Simultaneously 
served as Crestview Managing Partner and CEO of its Illinois-
based operations, leading over 50 direct care and administrative 
staff (2014-2017);  Served as Partner and Director of Operations of 
C4 Peak Consulting Partners Inc., a behavioral health management 
consulting firm (2013-2017); Served as Director of Admissions 
and Business Development of Prescott House, Inc., a provider of 
extended-behavioral healthcare to males over 18, open since 1988 
(2011-2013). 

 
Exhibit Access: Multiple interactions with family members and further substantial 
documentation and written evidence all provided attached hereto or in the electronic evidence 
file (provided via electronic dropbox.com file, otherwise known as “Electronic File”). They are  
attached hereto and/or available online at the following links (passwords are in parenthesis).  
 
Exhibits:    http://bit.ly/breckacadiainvestigation (27913140) 
Electronic Files:    http://bit.ly/acadiabreck2 (27913140)    
Full HD Interview w/ Arndt:   https://vimeo.com/324886664 (04131972)   
Investigation Summary Video:  https://vimeo.com/324878520 (04131972)  
Acadia Corporate Overview Video:  http://bit.ly/AcadiaTragedy (No Password)   
 
Disclosure: I have no financial benefit from the performance of companies herein nor have I  
been compensated for compiling this investigation.  
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Introduction 
 
My knowledge of the industry, as well as adverse actions taken toward me and my company, 
prompted a long-term investigation into Acadia Healthcare Company, Inc. (Nasdaq: ACHC). 
The inquiry that began with noticing large-scale insider stock-dumping has resulted in 
recognition of a concept I call “violent-profiteering”. Moreover, this ensuing in-depth 
investigation into the parent company of Sierra Tucson and Sonora Behavioral Hospital 
(spanning 18 months now) has led to this presentation.  
 
I have covered and investigated the partially unrelated, but equally important, Elizabeth Breck 
disappearance for approximately six weeks. She disappeared from Sierra Tucson, a 160-acre 
campus-style hospital in Pinal County, located at 39580 S. Lago Del Oro Parkway, Tucson, AZ 
85739. 
 
The parent company, Acadia, is the world’s largest provider of substance abuse and behavioral 
health services, and as far as we can see, they’re bordering on bankruptcy. The leadership and 
financiers appear to be backed into a corner, causing a multitude of instances – tragedies – to 
occur at an alarmingly high rate. Acadia’s founder and present chairman is Reeve Waud, Chair 
of the Illinois State Police Merit Board, and Managing Partner of Waud Capital Partners in 
Chicago. Acadia’s CEO is Debra Osteen, a new hire that replaced long-time CEO Joey A. 
Jacobs. Acadia’s headquarters are at 6100 Tower Circle #1000, Franklin, TN 37067.  
 
Sierra Tucson was founded by Bill O’Donnell in 1980. Acadia acquired Sierra Tucson from Bain 
Capital as part of an early 2015 acquisition of Cupertino, the CA-based CRC Health Group (See 
Exhibit R). Sierra Tucson’s current CEO is Jamie Vinck.  
 
 
Introductory Thesis: Elizabeth Breck 
 
I have not concluded my inquiry; however, the information I’ve synthesized to date leads to my 
informed belief that Miss Breck either was murdered or committed suicide on the property and 
that the Sierra Tucson staff were potentially involved in the disposal of the remains (also on the 
property). If deemed a homicide, it’s still very possible that the homicide and subsequent 
disposal are events that occurred independent of each other. This is heavily supported by the 
investigative microscope Sierra Tucson has been under since 2015, when their license was 
restored from provisional status, not to mention the grander microscope my investigation has 
placed on Acadia at the corporate level. 
 
I believe the remains may have been placed somewhere in or around a barricaded-off 
construction area, in which Deputy Michael Benedict the Pinal County Sheriff admittedly stated 
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they did not search (See Exhibit B). Moreover, I don’t believe that the Pinal County Sheriff is 
taking this case seriously. My belief is predicated and cites potential interactions they may have 
previously had with Miss Breck, as well as trust in a corrupt organization exhibiting pretense 
predicated on a trustworthy brand that is anything but honest. 
 
Additionally, I am personally distraught by the actions of the Acadia Healthcare staff members, 
as well as Miss Breck’s own family, both of whom have taken steps to impede the investigation. 
Acadia’s staff selectively utilizes HIPAA to divert attention or the need to answer questions. The 
proven family obstruction may be done to avoid undue attention to one or several child sexual 
assault(s) that may have occurred in your jurisdiction, dating back to 1977.  
 
A fundamental rationale for this belief lies in a video interview, a 2010 TPD police report (See 
Exhibit C), a legally (but potentially inadmissible) recorded conversation with an admissions 
staff member (See Electronic File F), a recorded conversation with the patient’s psychiatrist 
(See Electronic File C), and transcript (See Exhibit D).  
 
 
Investigation Commencement 
 
A confidential source (who is willing to work with authorities), Lindsay Laughlin (a researcher 
at New York University’s Emotional Brain Institute) notified me of this occurrence via telephone 
in mid-February. Previous to this, Miss Laughlin had (See Exhibit E) divulged that she filed an 
Arizona DHS complaint with that agency in early 2018. Laughlin received a response on March 
28, 2018 that was less than favorable. This complaint stems from her time as a patient at the 
facility; like Miss Breck, Miss Laughlin received care for trauma and resulting behaviors.  
 
I have included the letter Miss Laughlin received in response to her complaint (See Exhibit L). 
This is the very same DHS that labeled Breck’s disappearance a “Level C” investigation (See 
Electronic File B). Moreover, the company has been engaged in what appears to be an explicit 
“cover-up” activity. The motive to cover up an occurrence of death or potential suicide is 
present. As you’ll note in the attached documentation, Sierra Tucson has seen four patients die 
since January 1, 2014. Three of these deaths occurred within 15 months. A fifth death was 
purported to have happened in 2017, as reported by a confidential source (at the time), Dr. 
Kristine Nutt. The source stated that an addiction interventionist, Mr. Lewis Finch of Raleigh, 
NC, said to Nutt in 2018, that he was alerted by authorities when a patient he referred to Sierra 
Tucson was found dead with his card in her pocket.  
 
My investigator, Robert Young, of Nashville, and I separately interviewed Finch via telephone; 
Lewis Finch didn’t confirm nor deny the account. When I spoke with him, he appeared to be 
morally conflicted, but refused to divulge information, stating he, “…doesn’t want to be a part of 
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this”. He suggested that he still does business with Sierra Tucson and Acadia, which is shocking, 
to say the least.  
 
 
Notable Victim Information 
 
Particular focus should be given to Miss Breck’s substantial cash deposits made regularly to her 
bank account at JP Morgan Chase (See Exhibit F) (provided by a family member) and her 
purported status as a survivor of sexual assault (a claim made to four individuals, two that I 
interviewed). This evidence (notably the deposits and the 2010 TPD report) suggests that Miss 
Breck may have been engaged in transactional sex for a substantial period. The 46-year-old 
teacher clearly exhibits textbook symptoms of childhood sexual assault and a lack of resolution 
of the ensuing trauma. 
 
I believe the patient’s ability to pay the company somehow led to discord before her 
disappearance. Accounts point to the fact that Miss Breck did not feel safe leaving the Desert 
Flower Hospital (a unit that makes more money from insurance) because her insurance plan 
didn’t cover the stay in that unit, and they needed to clear it out for more profitable patients. This 
information corroborated itself in discussion with Miss Laughlin, who witnessed and was a 
victim of regular patient shuffling to manipulate levels of care, regardless of medical necessity, 
to maximize revenue.  
 
Elizabeth Breck was referred to Sierra Tucson by her psychiatrist, Dr. Gayle Masterson, a self-
reported former employee of Sierra Tucson. Gayle Masterson admittedly entered Elizabeth 
Breck’s home on January 10, 2019, between 5 pm and 8 pm, then, following this, according to 
Dr. Masterson, Elizabeth was able to and did drive her car to Sierra Tucson on January 10, 2019, 
around 8:30 pm. I was made aware on February 20th of Dr. Masterson’s identity by Christopher 
Breck, who asked me to not divulge it (by request of Dr. Masterson). David Arndt disclosed her 
name on February 23, 2019, when he found me via email (See Exhibit G). 
 
Breck admitted in a recorded conversation (See Electronic File B) in late February that Breck’s 
psychiatrist was reporting information to her immediate family members (parents and brother). 
The psychiatrist stated she did not request her name be withheld as heard in the recorded 
interview with Dr. Masterson (See Electronic File C) 
 
She was discharged to the women’s residential unit on January 13, 2019, from the more acute 
licensed Desert Flower Hospital, or the “Tank” as patients call it. She was authorized by her 
insurance plan from January 10, 2019 to January 16, 2019 for six days of care. Thus, she was 
midway through the period in which, regardless of consumer responsibility (from an insurance 
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standpoint), Sierra Tucson was responsible for her safety (See Exhibit H), and the hospital was 
still liable for tracking her, despite being placed in a less acute unit.  
 
Note: In 2015, Arizona DHS mandated patient-tracking devices, which are purported to be 
“Bluetooth” technology that tracks patients. Sources (including Dr. Masterson) purport that these 
serve as a “placebo effect”. The staff allegedly reported to Christopher Breck that Elizabeth’s 
bracelet was severed. 
 
In this setting, the patient could freely roam the property and interact with other patients under 
less stringent supervision. Nationwide, evidence shows that understaffing at Acadia’s facilities is 
commonplace. An internal confidential source and ex-staff member of an Acadia subsidiary, 
Cross Creek Hospital in Austin, TX, Laurie Pineda, divulged that the company mandated 
minimal E.P.O.B. levels since 2018. E.P.O.B. serves as an internal acronym at Acadia for 
“Employee Per Occupied Bed” (See Exhibit I for Pineda transcript, and Electronic File A for 
recording). 
 
According to Elizabeth’s brother, Christopher, on the day of her disappearance, Elizabeth was 
fearful and believed that the FBI should be called, requesting the staff to do so. Supposedly, 
Elizabeth was very afraid of Jane/John (uncertain) Doe #1, an alleged transgendered person – a 
non-transitioned male dressed as a woman – being on the women’s unit with her.  
 
I believe the aforementioned transgendered patient should be questioned by authorities as soon 
as privacy laws are set aside in light of the investigation to make such an inquiry. This is what I 
would call a prime person of interest.  
 
Moreover, her father, Joseph Breck (age 73, Tucson) is also a person of interest. While Joseph 
(Joe) was in Germany, and unaware of Elizabeth’s admission, he reportedly abused Elizabeth, 
beginning (to my knowledge) when she was five years old. This alleged abuse led to a 
confrontation in 2000 in which Elizabeth confronted her father for the violence, with Mr. Arndt 
listening to the conversation. Joe Breck is alleged, by Arndt, to have sought counseling, and Mrs. 
Linda Breck (age 72, Tucson) was purportedly very upset. Evidence (See Exhibit C) also 
appears to suggest Joe Breck may have sexually assaulted Arabella Breck. The reasoning for this 
understanding is purely speculative, but predicated on psychological theories widely utilized in 
the sector.  
 
When I submitted to the brother (Christopher Breck) two theories, one from myself and another 
from Miss Laughlin (we both are versed in trauma, both have industry (healthcare) expertise, and 
both of us are former patients (me: 2006, Lindsay: 2008, 2017), he was not objectionable to my 
theories or their potential veracity. Also, he failed to deny that some child abuse did occur.  
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However, the following day, Christopher Breck (who has been widely seen in the media in 
Arizona in January and February 2019), who shows little emotion surrounding this, attempted to 
debunk my theory and stopped communicating with me until after I published my third article on 
the topic. 
 
He began communicating again to scold me under the false assumption that I had not kept my 
word to him regarding divulging the identity of their family friend and Elizabeth’s psychiatrist, 
Dr. Gayle Masterson. He disclosed this to me in confidence, as I said previously, but I debunked 
his concern. He then proceeded to chat lightly, and I sent him a text asking if it was true that her 
father sexually assaulted Elizabeth. He responded with, “Absolutely not.” However, later he 
would divulge he was in the Navy from 1989-2009 and was only home on a sporadic basis. 
Arndt notes that Miss Elizabeth Breck and her brother were not close, and he doesn’t recall one 
telephone conversation between the two in their seven-year relationship (that of Breck and 
Arndt). 
 
Moreover, the elder daughter of Elizabeth, Arabella, is also a journalist. A graduate student at 
Northwestern (with whom I share a hometown, but I have never met, despite an attempt at 
reaching out by my investigator, Robert Young), called Jnana Breck-Arndt via telephone on 
March 12, 2018, attempting to divert her sister and David Arndt from communicating with me, I 
assume. 
 
Then, shortly after that, an article Arabella Breck wrote entitled, “Sexual Assault Must Be 
Addressed Regardless of Circumstances” (See Exhibit M), was removed from the internet by its 
publisher on or around March 15, 2019. 
 
Note: All text exchanges with Christopher Breck are included in the Exhibits (See Exhibit J). 
 
I believe that Miss Breck’s childhood sexual abuse was real, and trauma resulted from it. 
Evidence suggests when seeking to resolve this trauma, her needs were not met. Therefore this 
led to maladaptive behaviors (navigate web browser to: http://bit.ly/TICintro for more 
information) that fit the profile of improperly treated survivor of childhood sexual abuse. 
 
If Arabella is a victim, as the TPD report suggests (her name is redacted, as she was a minor at 
the time) (See Exhibit C), it will make sense why Joe and Linda Breck appear to assert control 
over the two with financial dependence, as opposed to with Jnana Breck-Arndt. Jnana, who 
shares a different father, has brown hair, and a dark complexion, looks very much like her father. 
However, Miss Arabella Breck appears to look very much like her mother did at a younger age, 
according to photos and Mr. Arndt’s account. This would positively correlate with the theory of 
“arousal templates,” as discussed by Dr. Patrick Carnes, PhD (See Exhibit N). Also, statistics 
show that incest makes up the majority of sexual assaults against children, and the most likely 
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assailant (if chosen from a pool of anyone) would be Elizabeth’s father, as Arndt purports she 
suggested in the 2000 and other instances (See Exhibit O). 
 
On one occasion, Christopher Breck recalled how he was sent to Tucson to “handle a situation” 
in which Elizabeth’s actions could have embarrassed the family. To me, at face value, 
Christopher appears to lack a bond (not at fault to him) with his sister. He doesn’t show much 
emotion and generally reverts to his parents to debunk theories. I do not suspect Chris of any 
wrongdoing nor am I suggesting a lack of compassion for his sister in any way. His behavior 
seems proper, given I understand he was away from 1989-2009, serving in the United States 
Navy. 
 
This apparent “sweeping under the rug” of symptoms exhibited by Elizabeth’s mother mirror 
those of typical codependence, which is something women often exhibit when faced with the 
fear of abandonment by a long-time partner. The purported denial by Joseph Breck is apparent. 
He stated to Elizabeth, according to the interview with Arndt, that the behavior occurred during a 
“blackout”. If, in fact, all these instances in the family system occurred, then denial would be 
widely used and more easily exhibited over time.  
 
According to a Yale study (See Exhibit P): 
 

“Denial is a psychological defense mechanism that a person uses to screen out 
distressing realities and the painful feelings they cause. In the case of a mother who is in 
denial about the abuse of her child, denial protects her from the pain of knowing about 
the abuse, from her ensuing feelings of anger and betrayal toward her abusing partner, 
and from her feeling of guilt for not having protected her child. At some level, she may be 
aware that abuse is occurring, but to ward off these feelings, and perhaps to avoid facing 
the potential dissolution of her marriage, she denies its occurrence.” 

 
Notwithstanding, I believe that crimes described in A.R.S. §§ 14-1404 to 1406, and 1410 may 
have occurred. If what the evidence suggests in this case is correct, victims would be Elizabeth 
Breck, and the primary suspected assailant would be Joseph Breck. Moreover, Mrs. Linda Breck 
could be guilty of A.R.S. §§ 13-3620(O), (P) (for failing to report this abuse). Mrs. Breck also is 
a mental health practitioner and would seemingly be more than aware of this statute.  
 
 
Notable Corporate Information 
 
In terms of the entity and parent corporation, it’s my understanding that the corporation inserted 
“Corporate Security Officer” Pamela Robertson shortly after the occurrence. As evidenced by 
my many articles on this subject found in my portfolio and published by the editors at 
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SeekingAlpha.com, this company is conducting extremely questionable practices, which I 
believe to be fraud, as well as mass reckless endangerment of children. Moreover, on February 
21, 2019, the widespread allegations of fraud are discussed in the case of Davydov vs. Acadia 
Healthcare Co., Inc. (See Exhibit U). 
 
Moreover, (in my non-legal opinion) the company violates federal securities laws, as well as 
violations of the Racketeering and Corrupt Influence Act., as well as Arizona law including, by 
definition, Arizona’s Racketeering Act, as stated in A.R.S. §§ 13-2301 to -2323, A.R.S. § 21-
422(B)(5).  
 
The evidence herein, a video interview (not yet released) with her former partner (and father of 
Elizabeth’s minor daughter, Jnana Breck-Arndt, of whom Arndt has sole custody, and has for 
nearly a decade) discusses a confrontation that occurred in 2000 in which Elizabeth addressed 
sexual abuse she reportedly believes her father inflicted upon her. This video also discusses the 
many issues the very distraught Arndt feels, “don’t add up.” 
 
Confidentially, according to former patient Lindsay Laughlin (See Exhibit K), in an email dated 
February 28, 2019: 
 

“After succumbing to profound grief after watching my mother pass on 
Thanksgiving Day, my father and I decided that I needed to seek help outside the 
family for depression. It was referred to what was determined to be top notch in 
mental health care, the “center for the stars,” Sierra Tucson in 2017. Imagine the 
surprise and horror of a somewhat sheltered young woman when upon my 
arrival, I found a very different reality. Women molested and silenced. Insurance 
fraud. An employee released for inappropriate conduct with a female patient. 
Physical altercations between patients. Five deaths that staff whispered that the 
“big money” (referring to a then unknown company that had acquired this 
center) made the consequences of going away. A woman, raped by a famous 
musician while a client there with him, who when attempting to report it, the male 
staff member laughed at her and said: “she was lucky to have hooked up with 
someone so famous.” I was afraid that the way things were going, that maybe one 
day another patient would be harmed, would go missing, wouldn't be found, could 
end up dead. 

 
I sat on this information a while, deliberating about my appropriate role and 
response, before finally submitting a formal complaint to the Arizona Medical 
Board in January of 2018. At first, they took me very seriously, promising to hold 
them accountable. I didn’t hear from them for a while until receiving a letter from 
them, which stated the case was closed; no evidence was found, dated March 29, 
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2018. The same day, I noted that Sierra Tucson announced their $16.5 million 
expansion. Although that could be a coincidence, as my quote stated, I would be 
happy to share with you the mounting paper trail of all of these events – from the 
forms, files, correspondences, and complaints – I have it all. Penn has some of it 
already. 
 
This story is highly anecdotal, although certainly not the only one by a long shot, 
and maybe would be excellent for a piece on social justice in another news 
source. But I didn’t reach out to them. I reached out to Penn. I believed him to be 
effective where another news source would not be. I did not attend Harvard 
Business School like my father, but it doesn’t take an economic genius to read the 
writing on the wall. I ran Penn’s financial analyses past a couple of friends who 
perform economic analysis and research up at MIT for a giant think tank, and it 
convinced them all. 
 
If the healthcare company is willing to risk the reputation of their company on a 
diminished quality of care to the point where it endangers lives by cutting the cost 
of operations to boost profit margins, then they are desperate. Desperate enough 
to threaten an excellent source like Seeking Alpha with litigation over one man’s 
writing. 

 
 
Financial & Federal Connection 
 
The financial structure of the company is where the violent site-level (Sierra Tucson) events like 
Elizabeth’s disappearance connected to the leadership at Acadia and, apparently, their financiers 
that demand the debt serviced. 
 
Part of our objective is to spotlight the issues discussed herein by bringing the information that 
we have gathered to the attention of government investigative agencies. The scale and degree of 
market manipulation that we know (to a high degree of certainty) is actually occurring involves 
behavior falling under the ambit of at least the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, the 
Securities and Exchange Commission, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Office of 
the Comptroller of the Currency, not to mention the FBI, and the various state and local 
authorities who would be interested in the misuse of the mails, securities fraud under state-level 
blue sky laws, and not to mention the consuming public individually. 
 
Such manipulation occurs because the compensation structures of related investment managers 
are tied to the performance of the public market value of shares in companies like Acadia. My 
evidence is rich and deep in this regard. 
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Acadia Healthcare, Inc. used an aggressive mergers and acquisitions strategy to make several 
highly leveraged acquisitions of other healthcare providers in order to inflate the performance of 
both individual companies and the healthcare sector as a whole, driving up the trading value of 
ETFs and mutual funds trading in this sector to the personal benefit of the fund 
managers. However, the actual conduct of these companies indicates that operating capital 
gained through these manipulative investment strategies has not resulted in better, safer, or more 
accessible healthcare services. Instead, there is a disaster of epic proportions awaiting the many 
persons who rely on companies like Acadia Healthcare, Inc. when the leverage finally returns to 
eat these companies alive. 
 
The degree of fraud is so substantial, and the payout from such fraud is so directly baked into the 
compensation structure of commercial investing at these banks, that the inference of malice 
practically writes itself. 
 
As a preliminary matter, we need only to establish enough evidence to trigger an investigative 
mandate by the applicable investigators. Fraud in the healthcare system is a known enforcement 
priority for the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network. It was known to be an enforcement 
priority of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, but this entity is currently defunct. Cross-
market and multiplatform fraud is a recognized enforcement priority of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. The use of depository accounts to fund commercial investing that is 
manipulative, deceptive, fraudulent, or otherwise unlawful is a known enforcement priority of 
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, which despite its mostly administrative purpose, has 
a substantial subpoena power over banks that it regulates – which is to say, nearly all of them. 
 
I have sent two letters to the Attorney General of the United States, the most recent on April 26, 
2018 (See Exhibit Q). I visited various congressional offices between June and July 2018 in 
hopes of provoking action. I even petitioned the U.S. Senate (See Exhibit S), as well as the 
Committee on the Judiciary (Exhibit T) to form a particular inquiry. I even petitioned the 
Oklahoma AG’s office in regards to Rolling Hills Hospital, an Acadia subsidiary, as well as two 
FBI special agents (Exhibit U). 
 
 
Further Information On Acadia Healthcare Company, Inc. 
 
For further information on Acadia and the Breck case, acquired more swiftly than reading all the 
articles, I would suggest reading the following six articles: 
 

1. “Acadia Healthcare: Very Scary Findings From A 14-Month Investigation” 
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2. “Summary Update: Very Scary Findings From A Now 18-Month Investigation Into 
Acadia Healthcare” 

3. “Source: UnitedHealth Group Ruling And New Documents Establish Acadia 
Healthcare's Liability In The Case Of Missing Mom/Teacher” 

4. “Acadia Healthcare Execs Remain Silent On Disappearance: Treatment Payment 
Questions Persist” 

5. “Acadia Healthcare: 4 Deaths And Tracking Bracelet Fail To Preclude Elizabeth Breck's 
Disappearance At Sierra Tucson” 

6. “Missing Mother Of 2 Vanished Without A Trace 37 Days Ago From Acadia Healthcare 
Flagship Facility” 
 
 

Overall Industry Landscape 
 
America’s legislatively-fragmented, partially-decentralized, vague, and ambiguous free-market 
healthcare system is one that sees hasty reform far too often for regulators or ombudsmen to keep 
up. 
 
The undeniable truth is that the United States Congress’s House Resolution 1124-117, the 
Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act (rider legislation to the Troubled Asset Relief 
Program, sometimes known as ‘MHPAEA’ or ‘parity’), passed in 2008, served as the core 
commencement of this problem. Then, the expansion of coverage to millions of previously 
uninsured Americans through the passage of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act 
(commonly known in the U.S. as “Obamacare” for President Barack Obama, its signatory) 
exacerbated it. 
 
The result was a $3 trillion health insurance industry being mandated to pay for a lifetime disease 
with no cost-effective, affordable solution. Moreover, the industry was so small that it was easier 
for private insurers (where big money was once made) to allow it to be a fully-funded mandate 
with little to no regulation in a previously all-cash industry. The fraud began to thrive in this 
economic sub-sector, in which “treatment” is very broadly defined. The tipping point came 
during the summer of 2015 in California, when then-Attorney General-now-U.S. Senator, 
Kamala Harris, indicted American Addiction Centers (NYSE: AAC) for murder. This also 
exposed a massive fraud involving overbilling for urine tests and misreporting revenue attained 
from these tests.  
 
That indictment served as the tipping point for the mental healthcare sector profit binge and has 
resulted in sharply declining revenues to the point that insurers ignore the Parity Act. 
Understandably, reimbursements have dramatically decreased since that year. 
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On October 12, 2017, President Donald J. Trump signed Executive Order 13813 (The Executive 
Order Promoting Healthcare Choice and Competition), which canceled the subsidies previously 
paid to predominantly unentitled American citizens. In late 2017, congressional tax reform 
extracted the “individual mandate,” technically a tax that had existed as part of Obamacare 
(determined to be a tax by Chief Justice John Roberts’s ruling in National Federation of 
Independent Business v. Sebelius (2012). The repeal of the individual mandate gave citizens the 
freedom to choose whether or not they want insurance, reducing the overall number of insured 
Americans. 
 
This newly-minted tax reform also resulted in a lawsuit in which the plaintiffs exploited the fact 
that the “tax” no longer exists, which led a federal judge to deem Obamacare an unconstitutional 
law last December. It is my informed belief and understanding (based on no formal legal 
training) that due to its politically conservative-leaning nature, the New Orleans-based 5th 
Circuit Court of Appeals is unlikely to reverse the Texas U.S. District Court’s decision. This 
ruling places the Affordable Care Act in jeopardy. It merely exacerbates factors surrounding an 
overall thesis of insufficient revenue to meet credit obligations obtained under the expectation of 
various entitlements and unrealistic long-term revenue expectations. 
 
This concludes in a theory that cost-cutting at the parent and at all providers that operate on high-
debt funded through institutions. In Arizona this includes The Meadows in Wickenburg, AZ 
(owned by Kohlberg Capital), Cottonwood Tucson (owned by two private equity firms through a 
shell company called Summit Behavioral Health Care), and Rosewood Ranch (ultimately owned 
by Wells Fargo’s private equity arm, Norwest Venture Partners), among others. 
 
Acadia Healthcare owns Oasis Behavioral Health and Mission Treatment in Maricopa County, 
alongside Sonora Behavioral in Pima County, and Sierra Tucson in Pinal County. 
 
With similar payor sources, all the above providers should be considered highly at risk. 
 
 
Reference Case Study: Brandon Nelson 
 
This is a similar result amongst many providers in Arizona and the U.S. In my articles I also 
discuss these stories, of countless families who have lost loved ones in behavioral healthcare 
facilities in the United States, many in 2018, the worst year to date. An example is Brandon 
Nelson, age 26, an aeronautical engineer who graduated Summa Cum Laude from UCLA in 
2014. He worked as recently as fall 2017 as an engineer for Permaswage, a Gardena, California-
based producer of hydraulic valve fittings for airplanes. He is now dead. His body purportedly 
found hanged in a treatment center in California in March of 2018. 
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I visited with the Nelson family at their home on December 26th, 2018. This trip was in 
response to finding an article in the Orange County Register. The Nelsons, were one of the few 
families I've come across who have connected the financial dots, noting: this fraud is a 
“violent crime”. Sadly, theirs is just one of the many tragic stories suppressed by greed and 
enabled by stigma in America. Take, for instance, California’s Bay Area (the metropolitan 
statistical area consisting of 10 counties and roughly 8 million people) alone has seen 32 deaths 
since 2012 in behavioral health facilities. 
 
After Brandon was terminated for blowing the whistle regarding poor quality-controls at the 
parts maker, he began scouring the internet for news of certain plane crashes. 
 
As a licensed pilot myself, I saw this as seeking vindication and hoping to save lives, as opposed 
to psychotic behavior. His parents saw this as bizarre behavior, which is understandable since 
they, admittedly, have no aviation or engineering experience.  
 
Brandon died four months later in an Orange County, California treatment center called 
Sovereign Health. Sovereign, a substance abuse treatment center conglomerate like Acadia 
(albeit smaller) accepted Brandon, despite having no history of substance abuse, or “mental 
illness” until his late 2017/early 2018 frustration with not having his whistle-blower complaints 
heard. 
 
His family and a friend (a police officer, who "sectioned" Brandon) considered it a 
“psychotic break” when we met. Sovereign Health was under federal investigation at the time 
and I had reported that in Forbes on June 8, 2018. Brandon voluntarily admitted after his 
sectioning, but clearly, he was not pleased to be there. This was likely the result of the firm 
suggesting to the family to enact ultimatums in order to provoke admission.  
 
I immediately reviewed his whistle-blower complaint to the Federal Aviation Administration 
and U.S. Dept. of Labor with two fellow pilots (who, unlike me, are professional pilots at United 
Airlines and Southwest Airlines). I also reviewed it with the head of aviation at the Indiana 
Department of Transportation. We concluded his complaints held merit, and he had performed a 
thorough investigation. Moreover, his responses, including the "obsession(s) with plane crashes" 
seem appropriate.  
 
Considering the alleged fraud at Sovereign Health, any skepticism Brandon would normally 
exhibit, was likely at a heightened level. This would have easily presented a threat to 
ownership and staff. In addition: many factors surrounding the case don’t add up. This includes 
the “witness” (a drug addict in early recovery) account, as well our multiple failed attempts when 
trying to hang ballast (equal to Brandon’s weight) on multiple sprinkler fixtures in buildings. It 
seemed impossible.  
 
Despite the family’s firm belief Brandon was “mentally ill,” it appears, after investigation, that 
this was predicated simply on words conveyed to them by believed-to-be credible professionals. 
 
Ultimately, this is a common problem with the lack of regulation in this industry. 
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I believe this to be one reason as to why Sierra Tucson wasn’t disclosed as the location Elizabeth 
went missing from, for nearly a month. It’s unconscionable to think a health care provider would 
actually lie, right? Sadly, our system, as you probably know, has corroded to a point that 
fraudulent practice is often common practice.  
 
For further industry overviews, I described the industry in a 2018 Forbes article series located on 
my website: http://www.pennlittle.com/forbes. 
 
Conclusion 
 
I believe a positive, and objective deep-dive into Elizabeth’s disappearance could mean so much. 
It could serve to help many other families that have accepted a false reality as closure. 
Elizabeth’s daughter, friends, former students and all those she touched when present, deserve to 
gain the truth.  
 
I hope that you take these suggestions seriously and provide Miss Breck the afforded rights of a 
full investigation into the wrongdoing that may have occurred in this case. I will defer that 
decision to you with the exhibits attached hereto. I remain grateful to be of service.  
 
 
 
 
 
      
 


